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\section*{ABSTRACT}
Secure machine-learning inference is essential with the advent of multi-tenancy in machine learning-as-a-service (MLaaS) accelerators. Model owners demand the confidentiality of both model weights and architecture, while end users want to protect their personal data. Moreover, ML models used in mission-critical applications like autonomous vehicles or disease classification need integrity protection. While hardware trusted execution environments (TEE) \cite{4, 41} provide data confidentiality and integrity, they face two challenges in the adoption for ML inference. First, TEEs are susceptible to numerous side channels, arising from resource sharing in multi-tenant systems. Second, the performance overhead of these TEEs is often proportional to the secret data size, making them unattractive for data-intensive real-time inference.

The diverse deployment threats further complicate these challenges. For instance, compared to time-sharing execution, multi-tenant accelerators must assume a larger attack surface with adversaries monitoring or tampering with on-accelerator resources. Some inference process sensitive inputs while others compute on public inputs. As a result, existing TEE designs often adopt a single, perhaps the most restrictive threat model, which overburdens many secure ML inference deployments.

To address the challenges in adopting TEEs for secure ML inference, we introduce the Triton TEE framework. Triton tailors threat models to each deployment with low overhead while mitigating side-channel leakages. Triton achieves this by offering an interface to define fine-grained secrets in an ML model or input, along with the attacker observation capabilities. Triton framework generates code for a custom threat model for each application based on its security requirements. The security policy of each secret is embedded in the instruction to convey the security guarantee to the hardware. The expressive threat model and secret declaration can reduce the secure ML inference overhead from 64\% to 6\% across different multi-tenant deployments.

\section*{CCS CONCEPTS}
\→ Security and privacy → Hardware security implementation; Tamper-proof and tamper-resistant designs; Computer systems organization → Neural networks; Architectures.
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\section*{1 INTRODUCTION}
ML inference has entered a new phase with the emergence of chat-GPT \cite{6} and other attention-based language models \cite{56}. In addition to speech recognition \cite{25}, image classification \cite{27, 39} and recommendation systems \cite{22}, ML inference is being used in content generation \cite{19}, sophisticated chatbots \cite{15}, named entity recognition \cite{44} and even labeling data for training new models \cite{53}. The endless opportunities of ML inference have encouraged many organizations to train their own private models. Platforms like Amazon sagemaker \cite{1} have created an interface to host these trained models to provide inference service. Multiple tenants share large ML accelerators, to cater to the quality-of-service (QoS) of multiple customers as well as, ensure higher resource utilization to amortize cost. Prior work show how temporal \cite{14} and spatial \cite{20} sharing of ML inference accelerators improve execution QoS through efficient resource utilization. Temporal sharing interleaves model layers from multiple tenants to improve overall QoS. Spatial sharing, on the other hand, concurrently executes multiple tenants by partitioning accelerator resource. Several side-channels \cite{10, 31} emerge from multi-tenant ML inference, as attackers can closely monitor victim execution through compute port contention, memory bandwidth variation, and stale private data in the scratchpad. Co-executing attackers can alter internal control queues or victim scratchpad data to compromise ML inference integrity.

Researchers have proposed secure ML inference to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of ML accelerator inference. Cryptographic techniques \cite{21, 28, 32, 47}, used for secure ML inference, incur more than 10x slowdown and is impractical for large models. ML accelerator TEEs \cite{29, 41, 58} can provide these security guarantees. However, the execution overhead becomes proportional to the model size, which has reached 100 billion parameters \cite{12}. Moreover, they are prone to side-channels, that mainly stem from direct and indirect on-chip shared resources between applications. Multi-tenant ML inference, needs on-chip micro-architectural isolation, in addition to memory protection. While traditional micro-architectures have dynamic data paths and buffers invisible to the
software, providing on-chip isolation is a monumental task. Prior work [17] partitions CPU micro-architecture including LLC caches and MSHRs to provide secret isolation. Triton framework uses similar partitioning during spatial accelerator sharing. However, a temporal tenant can use all hardware partitions as it does not have co-executing tenants. Moreover, all the micro-architectural components in an ML accelerator can be explicitly controlled by the compiler, giving absolute control on each secret buffer or scratchpad storage. The key challenge, however, in providing such a defense, is the large overhead introduced by these TEEs, due to the large secret data volume of ML inference workloads.

The first key observation is that, not all data in a trained ML model is a secret. Due to the large data corpus needed to train models, many of the ML models trained today use transfer learning [55]. A public trained model, designed to perform the same task is taken from repositories like HuggingFace [3]. This model is fine-tuned [23] by either retraining some of the final layers, or changing the model topology by replacing some layers. This training method is cost-effective and requires a smaller dataset. These models have only a few proprietary layers that needs to be protected. Same is true for inference input, where some of the image pixels or specific word tokens in a sentence query is secret information.

The second observation is that, the attacker observations vary with accelerator deployments. For instance, on-chip resource isolation is essential for spatial sharing but not for temporal sharing. This is because multiple tenants co-execute in a spatially shared accelerator. Moreover, several ML accelerators use on-chip high-bandwidth memory (HBM). These memories may not be susceptible to physical attacks and might not require data integrity protection. An attacker might not have access to memory traffic to decipher the model layer size.

Given these observations, we propose Triton, a flexible secure ML accelerator framework, that enables the developer to define fine-grained secrets and the security policies for each application. A developer can define, each layer of a trained model as either private or public data. The same is true for inference input, where private data can be defined at a pixel granularity for images or token granularity for texts. The user can additionally define security properties (eg. confidentiality, integrity etc.) explicitly for each secret data. Taint-analysis in compiler propagates private inputs to mark intermediate variables with corresponding security properties. Micro-architectural isolation is guaranteed between between private and public data, belonging to the same tenant, as well as, across tenants. The developer can further define deployment characteristics like single or multi-tenant accelerator sharing. Such fine-grained accelerator and data declarations tailor security guarantees to only the private data reducing the performance penalty for secure ML inference. The key contributions of Triton framework are the following:

- We introduce a secure ML inference accelerator framework that allows deployment time threat model and secret definition and generates code based on the protection guarantees requested by a developer.
- The secure accelerator hardware, not only protect against off-chip memory confidentiality and integrity attacks, but also other side-channels including model layer dimensions in the memory bus and victim execution utilization.
- Security policy is communicated via novel ISA extensions to the hardware, allowing distinct security guarantees for each data structures.
- Triton evaluates multiple threat models with different performance and security policies. The performance overhead ranges from 9% to 64% during temporal and 6% to 62% during spatial sharing compared to non-secure execution.
- We perform three real-world case studies, where only a portion of inference input or ML model is a secret and demonstrate how distinct declaration of security policies provide additional performance benefit.

2 BACKGROUND

We provide a background on model secrets, data secrets, ML accelerator architecture, and TEEs.

2.1 ML model secrets

The method with which, the model owner trains a model, determines model confidentiality. The two secrets associated with a model are the model weight values and the model topology. All the layer weights are confidential for a model, when it is trained from scratch. In addition, the sequence and layer types along with their size can be compromised by an attacker [10, 31].

Another common method to train a model is through transfer learning [55]. The last few layers of a public model, trained on a similar task, are replaced with confidential layers. The model weights of these confidential layers are trained on a smaller dataset, targeting a specific task. The secrets, in this case, are the weights and topology of only the confidential layers. Since the initial layer shape and weights are frozen during training, they retain their public value. Another flavor of transfer learning, does not change the model topology, but only retrain the weights of the last few layers. In this case, the entire model topology is public, while the last few weights are confidential. The model, however, can be entirely integrity protected to prevent tampering with inference.

2.2 Inference data secrets

Inference data can be entirely or partially confidential to the data owner. An X-ray image, used for disease classification can be entirely confidential to a patient, while, only the face pixels in a group photo can be private information. Similarly, a few word tokens (like the credit card number) can be a secret in chatbot conversations. The query size can be representative of the confidential query in a language translation model.

Current ML TEEs do not have a framework to protect partial secrets, which leads to the entire input to be defined as a secret. Declaration of partial secrets along with the guarantees, lowers the inference latency for many applications.

2.3 ML inference accelerator architecture

ML accelerators are built on decoupled-access execute (DAE) architecture [54] with specialized systolic array [46] dataflow. Several popular accelerators like Google TPU [7] and others [24, 40, 48] have an array of multiply-accumulate (MAC) units to perform matrix-matrix or vector-matrix computation. Double buffered scratchpads perform memory loads in parallel to computation. Data
dependencies between the load/store and compute units are managed with dependency queues. These accelerators have a dedicated ISA, with load and store instructions for memory operations and gemm and alu for computation as in VTA [48]. To improve the resource utilization of large compute units, several works [9, 14, 20] have extended these accelerators to support multi-tenant inference. Model inferences can be time-shared in a single accelerator hardware (Temporal Sharing), or run multiple inferences concurrently by splitting the accelerator (Spatial Sharing).

2.4 Security guarantees of TEEs

Hardware TEEs create an isolated execution environment for processing confidential data. A device attestation by a root of trust ensures a benign platform. Authenticated encryption schemes like AES-GCM [18] provide confidentiality and integrity to secret data in memory. TEEs are designed for both CPUs [2, 4] and accelerators [29, 42, 58, 60] and provide architectural isolation to secrets.

3 MOTIVATION

3.1 Flexible threat model for ML TEEs

The security guarantees provided by a TEE are fixed at hardware design time. For instance, Intel SGX has hardware support to provide data confidentiality and integrity. MI6 [11] uses cache partitioning and micro-architectural isolation with purge instructions. Similarly, multi-tenant accelerators need hardware support for memory protection, accelerator partitioning, resource invalidation and memory bandwidth obfuscation for eliminating side-channels [10, 31].

As discussed in § 2.1, the security policy of a private model is application-specific. TEEs do not distinguish between public and private data and provide a fixed security guarantee to all secrets. Moreover, the partial or entire model confidentiality also depend on the training strategy. ML model trained with transfer learning can have a small percentage of private data. A TEE with flexible security policy and secret declaration reduces the performance overhead of secure ML inference. However, a framework has to ensure that there is no dataflow from private to public domain. We introduce taint-tracking security passes to ensure there is no dataflow across the security domains. Once, all the private data is isolated, specialized ISA extensions convey the security policy for each data structure. The hardware enables only the required defence mechanisms producing a secure yet low latency inference.

3.2 Deployment specific TEE requirements

The attack surface change across ML inference deployments. For instance, many of the cloud accelerators have HBM [35] memory, which might not require integrity protection. The memory bandwidth utilization by a private model is not accessible to attackers in cloud service provider deployments. Moreover, on-chip resource isolation is only necessary when the tenants co-execute in a spatially shared accelerator. Triton framework generates code, taking into consideration, these deployment characteristics. Such observations are critical for low latency real-time ML inference scenarios.

4 THREAT MODEL

Triton has a flexible threat model, chosen by the developer at runtime. However, to understand the defense capabilities of Triton, this section discusses the most restrictive threat model: Triton is running a secret model to process secret inputs in a spatially multi-tenant accelerator. The attacker has the strongest observation capability in this threat model. We assume secret data is stored encrypted and authenticated in the main memory. And attackers cannot read or tamper with secret data in memory. Moreover, data replay attacks are prevented with the help of integrity counters.

An attacker cannot obtain secret data value or size information from snooping the memory bus. Encrypted data traffic flowing through the read and write bus is shaped by a constant traffic shaper, hiding bandwidth variations. The attacker’s observation is limited to a fixed-size data transaction on each data bus throughout the tenant execution time. The attacker cannot contend for memory bandwidth due to fixed bandwidth allocation for each tenant.

A spatially co-located attacker cannot read or tamper with victim secrets in the scratchpad or compute buffers. The compute units and the associated data and control buffers are partitioned among tenants to prevent port contention or other timing side channels.

At execution termination, all secret data is invalidated by writing zeros to the scratchpad, and the data buffers before a new tenant is provisioned. Attackers cannot mount use-after-free attacks to read stale secret data or use timing channels during context switches.

5 TRITON DESIGN OVERVIEW

5.1 Secure ML accelerator primitives

Triton is designed on TVM [13] compiler. The generated code is evaluated on a scale-sim [51] simulator.

5.1.2 Hardware primitives.

The generated binary is simulated using a cycle-accurate scalesim simulator, where is it loaded into an instruction queue. An instruction decoder routes memory instructions to the memory controller, compute requests to the issue queue and invalidates instructions to clear micro-architectural resources. Ramulator [37] is integrated to simulate the memory transactions. The transactions are sent to the ramulator and the data is ready for computation after the data arrival time.

5.2 Application APIs:

Triton introduces new pragmas for threat model definition and arguments for secret policy for data structures. Listing 1 shows the addition of two matrices of size 1024 × 1024. The first matrix (mod) is defined entirely as a secret while a part of the second vector (inp) is secret. Lines 1-2 import the numpy and the TVM tensor expression (te) library. The platform configuration is defined in lines 5-6. Security configurations are specified through sec_pragma(). In this case, the platform is spatially shared with multiple tenants with data integrity verification performed at 1024B granularity. Memory
import numpy as np
from tvm import te
n = 1024
#define the deployment configuration
sec_pragma(exec_mode = "spatial", inte_gran=1024)
res_pragma(mem_bw=0.25, spad=0.25, comp=0.25)
# Secret model weights and topology
mod = te.placeholder((n,n), name="mod")
encr=1, inte=1, shap=1)
#define secret input region
x_range = np.array(start=50, stop=60)
y_range = np.array(start=20, stop=30)
#Partial input secret
inp = te.placeholder((n,n), name="inp", encr=1, inte=1,
shap=1, x_conf=x_range, y_conf=y_range)
#Performing vector addition
out = te.compute(mod.shape,
lambda i: mod[i] + inp[i], name="out")

Listing 1: Sample code for addition of two secret matrices

Line 8 defines a secret vector (mod), which requires data encryption, integrity verification and memory traffic shaping. We augment the te.placeholder TVM api to include these security properties through new arguments (encr, inte, shap). This enables the developer to define each variable with customized security policies. The same API is used to define partial input secrets in line 14. Here, the sub-matrix whose range is defined by x_range and y_range, is private. The remaining matrix is a public variable. The compiler guarantees the required security guarantees to the private variable region. Finally, the matrix addition is carried out by the te.compute function. Such explicit security declaration for each variable enables Triton to provide a runtime threat model customized for each application.

5.3 Compiler Enhancements

TVM compiler is enhanced to (1) Generate hardware configuration register writes for pragma declaration; (2) Compiler passes to provide private data with the specified security guarantees.

5.3.1 Accelerator configuration: The Triton compiler transforms the sec_pragma() and res_pragma() declarations into hardware configuration register writes. These registers are programmed to partition the micro-architecture and reserve requested resources for each tenants. Some of the values like inte_gran further customizes the granularity of integrity protection for every application. Traffic shaper can also be configured to define a traffic shape for each application. Currently, we only consider a constant bandwidth traffic shaper and leave other shapes for future research.

5.3.2 Triton ISA: New instructions communicate data security requirements to hardware. Triton ISA is based on VTA [48] instructions, that work with the TVM runtime. Basic instructions include load and store for memory operations, and gemm and alu instructions for compute operations. Three flag bits are added to memory instructions corresponding to data declaration arguments (encr, inte, shap). The hardware decoder enables the encryption, integrity and the traffic shaper unit based on these flags. The compute instructions have a constant-time execution flag to avert side-channels from data-driven optimizations on secret data. We leave the evaluation of data-driven optimizations to future work. Finally, a new invalid data instruction flushes buffers and scratchpads holding secret data.

Figure 1: Secret propagation through taint-tracking of a vector addition kernel (K). The kernels are split into sub-kernels (K1, K2, K3) based on the security properties of the output sub-vector (C1, C2, C3). The (encr, inte) values are for private (green) data sub-vector. It is (0,0) for the public (red) data.

5.3.3 Secret taint-tracking: TVM compiler transforms an ML model into a dataflow graph. Triton adds a tainting mechanism to propagate security properties of computation outputs. Fig. 1 shows a vector addition between two variables A and B. The green indices are private with (encr, inte) defined by the developer. The red indices denote unencrypted public data. Triton compiler splits the computation based on the security property of the input variables. C1 inherits the union of security properties of A1 and B1. In this case, C1 is confidential and needs integrity protection. Similarly, C2 is computed on encrypted A2 and public B2. Therefore, C2 only requires data confidentiality. C3 is propagated as a public variable. Taint-tracking makes sure, each private data element is appropriately safeguarded in micro-architecture and scheduled separately from its public counterpart.

5.3.4 Backward taint-propagation: After a forward pass of secret taint-tracking, a single operation is broken into multiple sub operations. While fine-grained taint propagation provides the exact security property of an intermediate variable (C), this might not efficiently run in a high-throughput ML accelerator. A backward taint propagation pass reduces compute fragmentation in certain cases. Let us assume that C2 in Fig. 1 is consumed in a subsequent operation with C1. In this case, the operation output will have the properties of C1. In this scenario, the backward pass would merge K1 and K2 kernels to generate an output, that requires both encryption and integrity. This way, the number of kernel splits are reduced, in favor of better kernel resource utilization.

5.3.5 Compute scheduling: Compute scheduling includes breaking large matrices into smaller tiles to fit in the accelerator. Each layer is profiled for different tile sizes, given the resource declaration and the lowest latency ones are chosen. Certain layers are split into a number of parallel data graphs by the taint propagation step. Private kernels requiring integrity protection need additional metadata transactions. So, the public kernels are executed first, during

\[ A = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\ 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \end{bmatrix} \]
which the counters and MAC are prefetched for private kernels. This kernel re-ordering reduces pressure of loading private data. Moreover, the scheduler strives to minimize the secret data movement and harness maximum data locality inside the accelerator. This reduces the overhead associated with decryption, integrity check and secret invalidation during context switch.

5.3.6 Memory traffic scheduling: Memory requests are shaped to protect input or model size if a variable has $sha_1 = 1$. As we will discuss in § 5.4.3, traffic shaper hardware sends fake transactions at times of low demand. An attacker should not be able to distinguish between real and fake transactions based on data size or memory response delay. The compiler splits each data load or store into equal sized fixed transactions and places them into adjacent banks to ensure no leaks from bank access pattern.

5.3.7 Code generation: The Triton compiler generates the application binary with instructions in § 5.3.2. The flag bits in each load and store instructions are populated to reflect the variable security property. Moreover, for data operation needing integrity verification ($inte = 1$), additional load instructions perform counter and MAC loads from memory. The taint-tracking provides a list of secret variables, which are invalidated from scratchpad and compute buffers with invalidate instructions. Finally, the resource allocation and the threat model is sent as a part of binary and is written to accelerator configuration registers during bootstrapping.

5.4 Hardware Implementation:
In this section, we discuss the hardware defense mechanisms required in an accelerator to enforce the security properties.

5.4.1 Accelerator interface: A secure co-processor initiates a TLS session with the remote tenant and sends a device attestation report. Upon device authenticity verification, the tenant sends the ML model binary through a secure channel. The model instructions are loaded in main memory, while the resource and security configurations are written to registers. A unique tenant ID is generated to map resource partitions. Encryption and integrity keys, received from the binary are stored in key storage, tagged to the tenant ID.

This secure co-processor, serving as the accelerator interface, has a trusted firmware, which is verified by secure boot. We assume the firmware to have a limited API, including the capability of running a TLS session and generate an attestation report to the user. The secure co-processor, should have a TPM module [38] to sign the attestation report. Our simulator leverages shef [58], which implements a similar accelerator interface for bootstrapping tenants. Side-channels associated with the secure co-processor and verification of the trusted firmware is out-of-scope and is a topic for future work.

5.4.2 Encryption and Integrity unit: Triton hardware uses AES-GCM [18] to perform authenticated encryption on user-defined private data. The encr and inte flags of each decoded load and store instruction decides the operation of this unit. The integrity unit has separate buffers for integrity counters and MAC. The size of these buffers are listed in Table 1. The integrity metadata (counters and MAC) is loaded to respective buffers with explicit load instructions. For spatially shared tenants, these buffers are partitioned among tenants through configuration registers. The encryption and the integrity unit can be individually bypassed for instructions when the encr and inte flags are zero respectively. The AES encryption/decryption and MAC computation are simulated with timing delays mentioned in [8]. The integrity unit waits for the load transactions of MAC and counter values to be loaded before adding the MAC computation delay. The data is ready in scratchpad, only after the integrity verification is complete.

5.4.3 Memory traffic shaper: To protect the model topology or secret input size, a constant memory traffic shaper is deployed at the accelerator memory interface for each read and write bus. Demand requests with from each tenant is queued in a request buffer. The requests are sent out to the memory at regular intervals, based on the requested memory bandwidth. The traffic shaper sends memory transactions to memory banks in a round-robin manner. If a transaction corresponding to the next bank is unavailable, it sends a fake transaction to that bank. The memory controller follows a closed row strategy which enforces a uniform transaction response time. The traffic shaper is only activated if a transaction in the request queue has $sha_1 = 1$. If there is a bank conflict across tenants, only one real transaction is sent and the other tenants send a fake transaction. The fake transactions do not access the memory banks and the response is ignored by the traffic shaper.

5.4.4 Scratchpad invalidation: The accelerator scratchpad is split into $4kB$ regions. A table tracks the occupation status of each scratchpad regions. Each entry has several fields: a tenant ID, a valid bit, a secret bit. When a tenant is bootstrapped, it reserves scratchpad regions and the ID entry is populated. Assignment of tenant ID ensures access-control of scratchpad regions during multi-tenant execution. For temporal sharing, all the table entries are owned by the active tenant. During context switch, the scratchpad regions having the secret bit set is invalidated to prevent side-channels. Such scratchpad entries are written with zeros after secret data invalidation.

5.4.5 Partitioning logic: Triton hardware contains several buffers for holding instruction, integrity metadata, control dependencies, pending memory requests etc. All these buffers are statically partitioned to support multiple tenants. A tenant, requiring more resource can reserve more than one such partitions. The number of executing tenants, at any instant, is kept secret from the attacker. The accelerator interface never over-subscribes an accelerator, preventing micro-architectural contentions.

### Table 1: Triton simulator parameters for temporal and spatial modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Temporal Mode</th>
<th>Spatial Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tenants</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory type</td>
<td>High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Bandwidth</td>
<td>128 GB/s</td>
<td>32 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute units</td>
<td>256 x 256</td>
<td>64 x 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Scratchpad</td>
<td>6144 KB</td>
<td>1536 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Scratchpad</td>
<td>6144 KB</td>
<td>1536 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Scratchpad</td>
<td>2048 KB</td>
<td>512 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter Buffer</td>
<td>128 entries</td>
<td>32 entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Buffer</td>
<td>64 entries</td>
<td>16 entries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 EVALUATION

6.1 Platform

Triton compiler is implemented using TVM [13] while the accelerator hardware is simulated using a cycle-accurate scale-sim [51] integrated with ramulator [37] as the memory interface. The spatial and temporal configurations for ML inference accelerator are listed in Table 1. The models are context-switched at layer boundary during temporal sharing, while four instances of the same benchmark is run during spatial sharing. The accelerator configuration for the temporal mode simulates a Google TPU [34] pod. The ramulator is configured only as a HBM for simplicity.

The system is evaluated with a diverse set of benchmarks including classification models – Alexnet [39] and Resnet-50 [27]; image segmentation models used for object detection – FasterRCNN [50], a recommendation and personalization system – DLRM [49], a gaming bot – AlphaGoZero [52], the encoding layer of a LSTM based language translation – Translate [5], a basic transformer with text embeddings, the encoder and decoder for language translation – Transformer [56].

6.2 Threat model based latency

Different security properties like data confidentiality, integrity and data structure can be independently defined in Triton framework with the incr, inte and shap arguments. Fig. 2 shows the ML inference latency for nine threat models for each application run in temporal and spatial sharing modes. The first three bars (green) run a private ML model with private inputs; The next three bars (cyan) run a private ML model with public inputs; The last three bars (magenta) run a public ML model with private inputs. The first of the three bars in each category has all incr, inte and shap as 1 for private data. The second bar represents a case, when the private data does not require data integrity (incr = 1, inte = 0, shap = 1). The third bar only protects data confidentiality (incr = 1), while inte and shap are 0. Precise security definition can drastically improve the latency overhead associated with ML inference. Without the Triton framework, all of these nine cases would have the overhead associated with the first green bar, which is, on average, 62% during temporal sharing and 64% for spatial sharing over non-secure execution. However, if the user is only concerned with private input confidentiality, the geometric mean of performance overhead is only 9% for temporal and 6% for spatial sharing (last bar). The performance overhead of other scenarios also decrease, compared to the first bar and represent threat models, that are relevant in different real-world deployments.

The three bars of same color provides insight on overhead associated with different security guarantees. The performance difference between the first and the second bar is the integrity overhead, while the difference between the second and the third bar arise from the traffic shaper. Transformer, DLRM have a large number of small kernels, each getting delayed by integrity checks. The overhead decreases considerably when they are executed in a platform, not needing integrity guarantees. Alexnet is compute-intensive and is least affected by integrity check and the traffic shaper. Traffic shaper overhead is high for application with strided and non-uniform data access as is evident in Resnet50, FasterRCNN and Translate. Additional fake transaction is inserted to request data from contiguous banks delaying real transactions.

The latency overhead depends on the security policy programmed by the developer. The performance overhead for the most stringent threat model (incr = 1, inte = 1, shap = 1) is still high. The temporal overhead of 62% comes from micro-architectural cleanup at each context switch. The evaluation assumes tenant context switch at each layer boundary. In reality, tenants get context-switched at a much lower rate, especially for small layers. Some of the large workloads do not fit well in the smaller spatial partitions. The developer may choose to allocate multiple spatial partitions to reduce the performance overhead of such applications. Choosing the appropriate resource allocation with res pragma() is necessary to meet the latency QoS and can be configured during compilation.

6.3 Case Studies

The following three case studies showcase the usefulness of partial secret declaration for ML models and inference input.

[C1] ML inference with a transformer model, whose last few layers are confidential.

[C2] A FasterRCNN model which performs multiple tasks, among which, a subset of task is performed by a private model.

[C3] A Resnet50 image classification of a partially secret input.

6.3.1 [C1] Partially secret transformer. Transformer networks are large and require a large data corpus to train from scratch. Hence, a public transformer network, trained on the same task is imported by the model owner from Huggingface [3] or other repositories. The model owner modifies the last few layers and re-trains them on a smaller target dataset. The weights of initial layers are kept same as the base model and is public data. This method is widely used to train new transformer models, where the last few trained layers constitute the private layers. A transformer network consists of an encoder and a decoder block, followed by a linear and softmax layer to generate output probabilities. The decoder of the Transformer [56] consists of two multi-head attention layers followed by a feed forward network. In this case study, the decoder feed forward network, the linear and the softmax layers are fine-tuned by the model owner. The encoder and the multi-head attention layers of the decoder is public and its weights are used as-is from the base model. We infer a public sentence with this private model.

Without the Triton framework, the model has to be defined entirely as secret to protect model weights and structure. The latency overhead is 83% for temporal and 38% for spatial sharing as shown in the first bar of Fig. 3. The remaining bars define the model with only the last feed-forward, the linear and the softmax layers as secret with different security policies. The temporal overhead ranges from 7 – 21% while the spatial overhead ranges from 8 – 15%. This large reduction is due to the public declaration of initial layers, which includes the large embedding layer.

6.3.2 [C2] Multi-stage model inference. Models like FasterRCNN performs object classification in multiple stages. The first stage extracts feature regions in an image, while a next stage classifies them. The model owner uses a public feature extractor and a private classifier for a FasterRCNN model in this case study. Fig. 4 shows the
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Figure 2: Latency of different threat models normalized to non-secure execution. The first three (green) bars show private input inference with a private model. The next three (cyan) bars public input inference with a private model. The last three (magenta) bars show private input inference with a public model. The private data of the first bars in each group has \(\{enr = 1, inte = 1, shap = 1\}\). The second and third bars have \{enr = 1, inte = 0, shap = 1\} and \{enr = 1, inte = 0, shap = 0\}.

Figure 3: The Full bar shows the inference latency without the partial secret declaration of a Transformer model trained with transfer learning. The Part bars show overhead with partial model secret declaration. The suffixes e,i,s represent encr, inte and shap values are set.

overhead reduction, when the model owner specifies only the secret classifier. The partial secret model declaration is key in making secure ML inference real-time in object detection and image segmentation models. Many of these models use a single initial stage for finding interesting regions, which are fed to multiple classifiers.

6.3.3 Partial secrets in ML inference inputs. In this case study, the user performs an image classification with a public Resnet50 on a passport photo. The pixels containing the face data is defined private, while the background and the torso is public. In this experiment, 40% of the pixels, containing the face information is marked secret. Since, the size of a passport photo is public, using the traffic shaper is irrelevant. The user is only interested in the confidentiality and integrity of the image. Hence, the incr and the inte bits of the face pixels are set for the input image. The temporal overhead for Resnet50 is 18%. However, with the input private region definition capability, the overhead reduces to 8%. The spatial overhead reduces from 20% to 12%. This reduction is in part due to less decryption and integrity verification cycles and in part, due to less average occupancy of metadata buffers. The majority of overhead comes from the later layers were the private data is scattered across a large number of feature vectors.

7 SECURITY ANALYSIS

The security of Triton framework depends on (1) Trusted tenant bootstrapping; (2) The isolation provided by hardware defenses; (3) The propagation of security policies from application to hardware. Trusted tenant bootstrapping is ensured through secure booting the co-processor, device authenticity through remote attestation, transfer of data over a secure channel and accelerator configuration and data load by a trusted firmware as mentioned in § 5.4.1.

7.1 Execution isolation guarantees

The confidentiality of private data is preserved through encryption in main memory and on the memory bus. However, it is stored
as plaintext in scratchpad and compute buffers. These on-chip microarchitectural resources are inaccessible in temporal mode by other tenants and partitioned in spatial mode. Before context switch, the private data is invalidated and zeros are written in place. This protects both secret value and occupancy in scratchpad and buffers.

Data integrity is ensured by storing additional counters and MAC for data with $\text{inte} = 1$. The integrity is verified before starting computation, hence cannot be tampered in main memory or the memory bus. Access control in scratchpad prevents tenants to access/modify data beyond its allocation. The resource partitioning is done by the trusted firmware, which ensures no overlap among tenants during resource allocation.

Side-channels arising from resource contention is prevented through on-chip buffer, compute resource and scratchpad partitioning. The entire datapath from memory to accelerator and back is partitioned among tenants in spatial sharing. This includes memory request queue, integrity metadata buffers, scratchpads, compute buffers, and even the compute units. The control units including the instruction queue, the buffers holding decoded instructions and the dependency queues are also partitioned. This eliminates any contention between the attacker and the victim tenant. The closed-row policy in memory prevents timing channels due to bank conflicts. Memory traffic utilization information is obfuscated by the traffic shaper in both read and write buses. The shaper requests data from consecutive banks hiding the access. The traffic shaper sends a fake transaction on behalf of one of the tenants, when there is a bank conflict between tenants. Resource utilization is prevented in temporal sharing mode by invalidating the entire accelerator during context switch.

### 7.2 Compiler isolation guarantees

The compiler passes need to ensure that the private data is isolated from public data. Triton ISA ensures propagation of security policy of each variable to the hardware. The secret taint tracking pass labels any data either directly defined by the user or generated from an operation with at least one private input as private. This condition is sufficient in private data declaration. Moreover, the security policy of any output variable is the union of the input policies. Execution isolation between private and public data is performed through compute and memory scheduling. Decoupling the private data memory and compute scheduling from the public data isolates attacker visibility on the private section of execution. We assume Triton compiler is a part of our trusted computing base (TCB) and will not perform any malicious operations.

### 8 RELATED WORKS

While protections of DNN models have been explored on Intel SGX [36, 45], GPUs [33, 57, 60], or combination of both [26], recent work pioneered building accelerator-based TEEs [29, 30, 42, 43, 58]. Most are focused on memory protection for DNN workloads. TNPU, GuardNN, and MGX [29, 30, 42, 43] proposed tree-free integrity verification exploiting DNN-specific data access patterns. However, Triton identifies several use cases, where the secret space can be reduced with precise definition of security properties. This enables Triton to provide additional side-channel protections like partitioning, traffic shaping and secret invalidation, while still providing low performance overhead. ShEF [58] explored a framework on secure boot, remote attestation, and isolated execution for FPGA-TEEs, while we focus on ML inference accelerator ASIC providing configurable defence mechanisms based on deployment time threat model and secret policy declaration of model layers and inference inputs.

Several works [9, 14, 20] explored the performance impact and the overall QoS improvement of multi-tenant accelerators. Triton, on the other hand, discuss the security implications of ML accelerator multi-tenancy. Micro-architectural isolation is studied for CPUs, where prior work uses hardware partitioning [11, 17] and traffic shaping [16, 59]. Triton explores partitioning and shaping techniques for ML accelerators and provide runtime configuration to these isolation mechanisms.

### 9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present Triton, a hardware-software design that supports configurable threat models for multi-tenant ML inference accelerators. Triton flexibly provides security policies like data confidentiality, integrity, traffic shaping on demand basis to each data structure. By tailoring hardware security primitives to user-desired threat models, Triton brings down the inference latency within 10% for both spatial and temporal sharing modes. The ability to declare a subset of model layers or inference input as private provides additional performance benefits. Deployment time threat model declaration makes Triton framework adaptable to the diverge secure ML inference deployments.
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